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We spoke to Millennials and Mums from across the 
UK and socio-economic spectrum in August 2022

Here’s what they told us…



Temperature Check
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Feeling more confident we’re genuinely in a post-pandemic era
Life looks and feels more ‘familiar’ – doing things we did before covid – but doing them with an altered mindset

Back to normal (ish):

• Back to the office – a few days a week
• Many have been on holiday
• Socialising with friends and family, being out 

and about
• Mask wearing on the decrease

Covid is still here but feels less dangerous and threatening – cost of living crisis has overtaken headspace from covid

But with a different worldview:

• Less busy and scheduled than before –
value the slow down

• Quality over quantity
• People over things

“My priorities in what I’m 
interested in has changed, so I 
won’t be rushing round seeing 

people, up to London, meet 
someone for coffee, then off to 
lunch, the park and then doing 

something else”

“It’s more like what 
normal used to feel 
like – you don’t see 

many people wearing 
masks any more”
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“It’s scary when 
you just see things 
going up in price 

on a weekly basis”

Bills quadrupled

Inflation & interest 
rates soaring

Hard to manage now, with fear of what’s yet to come

Mortgage 
instability

While life feels more ‘normal’, money worries are pervasive and 
scary*

*Panel was conducted pre-mini budget so likely to have been exacerbated by this

“I switched to Aldi 
but prices have 
even gone up 

there too”

“I used to travel all over the 
UK, and my petrol was about 

£160 a month. I'm going 
literally nowhere now and it's 

still hitting about £130”

“We’re about to 
go into recession 

and I worry about 
redundancies”

“While you may be able 
to afford it right now, 
we don't know what's 

coming down the track”
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Money worries are forcing micro behaviour change

MOSTLY 
FOCUSED ON 
ENERGY USE 

AT HOME AND 
FOOD WASTE

Represents loss of control – can’t ‘fix’ the problem by shopping smarter, changing suppliers etc.

Aware of benefits to planet but would rather not 
be in the position that’s driving the behaviour

Not 
using dryer or 

overfilling kettle

Washing clothes 
at night, 

on lower heat

Switching 
off lights

Switch to 
discounters and 

own label

Meal 
planning/freezer 

eating days

Wearing more 
clothes instead 

of turning 
heating up
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Societal backdrop feels chaotic and compounds sense of anxiety and 
uncertainty

Train strikes

Impact of 
Brexit

Climate

Feels like society is somewhat unravelling

“The sense of 
predictability I think 

that there was prior to 
the pandemic doesn’t 

seem to have returned”

“It feels like 
now anything 
could happen”

“We’re hurtling from 
crisis to crisis and we 

don’t quite know what, 
when or where the next 

one’s going to be”

War in 
Ukraine
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Frustration and anger at perceived lack of leadership and sense of unfairness

Widening of the ‘have/have not’ divide as society feels increasingly harsh and money matter more than people

Many post Millennials believe that business are 
using cost of living crisis as an excuse to raise prices
Businesses making record profits and bosses paid 

huge salaries

BUSINESS

Felt to be inactive (not recalled from Summer recess)
Wealthy individuals who can’t empathise with 

money worries 

*Panel was conducted pre-mini budget so likely to have been exacerbated by this

“They’re not 
suffering, 

they’re making 
huge profits”

“The war in 
Ukraine 

doesn’t justify 
all this”

“I just feel that 
they're making 

a mockery of 
all of us”

“They’re super rich…people 
can’t feed their kids so why is 
their lunch subsidized? Why 
did they claim expenses?”
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They want to tune out the doom and gloom, but it feels inescapable
People feel bombarded by news media, but recognize their own ‘complicity’ 

Sense of news feeds running 24/7
Millennials recognise their own heavy usage of 
social media exacerbates this

“I get very overwhelmed by 
what’s going on in the world, 
where I just have blinkers on”

“You can’t avoid 
hearing the kind of 

negativity that’s 
going around”

“It is literally forced 
upon you, because of 

the algorithms, because 
of how technology feeds 

you things”



Trust
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Significant erosion of trust in government and business over past 2 years
Seemingly endless exposure to negative stories and actions count (nothing goes unnoticed) and discrepancies are 
pounced upon

UnfairnessGreed Hypocrisy

Corruption

Unethical practices

Treatment of workers

Inconsistency

Manipulation of data

Inauthentic

“Since all this Covid stuff there’s kind of 
been so many differing opinions on all 
sorts of things given to us through the 
news and social media that it’s made a 

lot of people question what can you 
trust and what can’t you”

“It feels like there’s 
always a story breaking 

about somebody or 
something…there’s 
always some sort of 

skeleton in their closest 
that the media dig out”

“There's so many 
large corporations 
who don't really 

support their workers, 
they just run them 
into the ground”

“Rising salaries for 
top dogs when they’re 

also raising prices”
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Access to vast swathes of information has made it hard to know who to trust

Hard to discern what is real vs. fake – who has time to 
check everything
Echo chamber adds credibility (‘people like me’)

Feels smarter to have a high degree of skepticism

Better understanding of business
Believe big brands are driven by profit above all else
Tendency for ‘big business’ to be lumped together in 
one bucket

In this digital age people are more tuned in and more cynical/suspicious than ever before 

Eyes wide open True or false

“This is capitalism people. 
Companies do things 

generally to make profit”“Why I would trust a 
huge corporation 

that is there to make 
huge profits” “They haven't got my interests at 

heart, they're just looking to 
make as big a profit as they can 

with the minimum of overheads”

“Companies are feeling the pinch 
- if you return anything to Tesco 
now, they really interrogate you, 
they’re tightening their reigns”

“It’s difficult to say when 
there’s so much stuff out 

there, you know, it’s 
difficult to say, like this is 

definitely the truth”
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It feels easier to trust small businesses and personal brands

Greater sense of transparency makes it easier to 
determine authenticity

“I try to steer clear as much as I 
can these days, and just 

support either local business in 
my area, or small businesses 

online”

“Being authentic to the core value 
that you’re providing, being 

transparent about how you’re going 
about delivering that to the customer 

or to whoever it is that’s going to 
benefit from the value”

“I trust a lot of stuff that’s written 
in things like the Financial Times 

and stuff. I think because they 
generally present the data, rather 

than trying to cast too much 
opinion over the data”

Positive brand experience is a tangible route to trust
(reinforces company’s purported values)

“John Lewis is one of the 
few I do trust as they’ve 
always honoured their 

guarantees, even on a TV 
that was virtually 5 years 

old”
“A brand like Disney that has 

that sort of sparkle and 
magic, they had that story 
recently but you think it’s 

one bad apple, not the 
whole company”
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Martin Lewis is most spontaneously mentioned as being trusted

Knowledgeable
Committed
Passionate - shows his anger and frustration
Data based insights (not just his opinions)
Wealthy but has built his business honorably and by helping 
people (their stance is not anti-capitalist)
In his interest to be trustworthy (basis of his brand) 
Brand neutral

Personal brand built around consumer advocacy which is demonstrated with passion

“He's almost independent 
to a degree…does feel like 

he has the consumers 
interest at heart”

“He doesn’t promote 
particular brands or 
anything like that”

“His whole business model and 
his whole site is all built on being 

trusted, so if he then did 
something where it came out 

where people then suddenly felt 
that he couldn’t be trusted his 

reputational damage would be so 
bad for him”
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Supermarkets have gone from being pandemic heroes to cost of living villains

‘ON OUR SIDE’

‘No frills’ keeps prices low and feels honest and 
transparent

Price hikes vs. reported profits

NOT ‘ON OUR SIDE’

“They have less 
expensive versions of 

branded things that you 
are paying for the label”

“They didn’t take 
advantage of people during 

pandemic, other 
supermarkets profits 

soared”

“They’re just trying to provide 
cheap food for people, they pay 

their staff quite well, they’re 
just quite authentic with what 

they’re doing, it’s no frills”

“Supermarkets are doing you know, eco 
friendly this and that but they're still 
benefiting. They’re still profiting to 

benefit themselves but making 
themselves look slightly better”

“During COVID they were 
saying…we've donated X 

millions of pounds towards 
COVID charities, but they put 
every single piece of food up 

in store. So it was actually me 
that was paying for it. I don’t 

shop there now as a 
consequence”

“They made lots of profit during 
the pandemic then hiked prices 
as soon as they could in the cost 
of living crisis, they were all just 
out to get money from people”
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Who we trust and why/why not…

Dr Hilary
Knowledgeable and familiar 
but shown himself to be less 
wholesome than his image 

suggests

Jack Monroe
Authentic back story
Passionate about her 

cause

Ferne Cotton
Refocused as mental 

health advocate
Open and honest 

about her own 
challenges

Lorraine Kelly
Familiar and likeable 
but nothing to prove 

her authenticity

Familiarity doesn’t equate to trustworthiness –
needs deeper ‘proof points’

Perceived authenticity is a 
key factor 

“She is now solely 
all about this and 
she really cares”

“She says what she 
thinks on this, she’s 

not worried about her 
image, it’s the cause”

“I think she'll just say 
what she's paid to say. 
She's a personality on 

television”

“When I found out he 
had an affair, I lost 

trust in him. So I have 
to say it depends on 

what they actually do”
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Do their feet do the talking?

Will often still continue to buy from brands they don’t trust if they don’t have a viable alternative
 Cost
 Uniqueness
 Ease and convenience

They will continue to engage with brands that have let them down but only if they don’t have a better alternative

“It goes back to that cost of 
living, doesn’t it, so we may 

consciously object, but at the end 
of the day when pounds matter 
you are going to go to Amazon”

“If the person you’re buying 
from is using Hermes then 

you don’t have a choice. If I 
did I would never use them”

“I don’t like eBay and their 
ridiculous fees and lack of seller 

protection, but I am forced to 
use them to get the national 
reach for what I’m selling”

“I won’t buy anything 
tested on animals but 

it’s not hard nowadays”

“I stopped going to 
Morrisons but I have 

Aldi instead so it wasn’t 
difficult as such”

“I now order a veg box 
instead of using the 

supermarket”
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They are appreciating loyalty schemes and brands they feel are giving them 
something back
They find themselves shopping more at the stores that are rewarding them



Attitudes to Charity Giving 
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They recognise importance of charities but reputational damage has cast a shadow and raised levels of cynicism

Broader erosion of trust is also seeping into charity relationships

SCANDALS EFFECTIVENESSMOTIVATIONSTRANSPARENCY

“Some of the stuff that’s come 
out with charities in the last 

couple of years, I think Oxfam 
being one of them it’s just been 

really disheartening”

“I kind of trust someone like the 
British Heart Foundation or Cancer 

Research where they’re not really an 
international charity as such”

“I think when you get anything that’s 
like an international organisation 
there’s always going to be greater 
risk that there’s more corruption in 

the chain and stuff”

“I’d really love to have more 
trust with charities and I 

support a couple of charities, 
but I’m very selective and I 
know that the money that I 

would give to a charity is not 
going to fully go to that 

person that I’m hoping for it 
to go to”

“Now even we have to 
question their motives and 
who they’ve employed and 
who they’ve got at the top 

of their chain”
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Regular giving is appreciated for ease and simplicity but emotional 
reward is limited
Highly rational – out of sight and out of mind for most once initial commitment is made

“It just kind of disappearing and 
then you actually forgetting 
about it yourself completely”

“Sometimes it’s difficult to trust 
something that you can’t 

necessarily see”

Greater vulnerability as people are looking for ways to cut costs (last thing people want to do but…)

Email updates are important and appreciated but 
don’t deliver the sense of involvement or 
communicate effectiveness of personal donation as 
strongly as other more direct ways of giving

Feels less involved
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There is more emotional reward and preference for involvement that feels 
more direct, but can also feel a sense of overwhelm with number of asks

“If I see somebody else is doing 
something I tend to respect that 

and do that”

“Volunteering I kind of walk 
away feeling like I’ve personally 

made a difference”

“With the volunteering you can 
kind of be very present in the 

work that they’re doing.”

“You actually feel like you’re 
making an effort in terms of your 

fundraising”

Volunteering

More knowledge about the work
Evidenced
Personal effort feels rewarding
Less financial drain

BUT
Time is a luxury for many (esp. older)

Feels more transparent and closer, more localised
Space to tell ‘back story’ – motivate, adds sense of connection to cause
Often a cause that is highly personal
Makes it hard to decline (adds pressure)

Fundraising/sponsoring/birthday fundraisers 

Social media has put personal asks in people’s ‘private’ domain on an almost daily basis

“Lots of them now and can’t 
respond to all of them”

“Knowing their story makes me 
more inclined to give”

Volunteering
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Resentment of perceived corporate asks (rounding up) resented by older but 
feels pragmatic and positive for younger
‘Rounding up’ and donate 25p/£1 from retailers (and especially petrol stations) feels cheeky for post millennials 

 Suspect businesses are already taking advantage of 
consumers (price hikes)

 Feels galling that also asking consumers to support 
charity, even in a small way

 Want to see businesses doing their bit, not asking 
over stretched consumers

 Budget is tight but not as pressured financially 
(fewer commitments)

 Less heightened sense of outrage at cost of living
crisis

 = look at the amount rounding up vs. who is doing 
the asking

“McDonalds, where they’re like 
would you like to round up your 

bill. I feel like if you round up 
your bill you really don’t notice 

the difference”

“Every penny is accounted for, 
they shouldn’t be asking for a 

penny extra, especially on top of 
what they’re charging us while 

they’re raking in the profits”

Younger (Millennials)Older (post Millennial)
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Gaming is delivering rewards beyond altruism – fun and potential 
personal gain
‘Getting something back’ is creating additional avenues for supporting charity

NATIONAL LOTTERY
Charity support is in 
background
Drivers are big prize 
Feels like a business
Anonymous

POSTCODE LOTTERY
Feels more localised
Charity support adds ‘feel 
good’ element
Greater likelihood to win 
(albeit a smaller prize)

OMAZE
Expensive to enter
Highly extravagant prize
Low likelihood to win
Question financials and how 
much money charity sees

CHARITY LOTTERY
Lower awareness
Positive about concept
No business taking a cut 
Chance to win is a plus but 
not the reason to engage

DRIVERSPERSONAL 
GAIN

SUPPORTING 
CHARITY

“I just do the Postcode 
Lottery, because, well, 

I’ve heard people 
winning”

“You’ve no idea how much 
money has been made off 
it and you don’t ever get 

to see who’s won”

“If it’s on that small 
scale you see the money 
going in and you can see 
where it’s going and you 
can see the total that’s 

made out of it”

“There’s a big 
company taking a big 

slice out of that to 
administer it”

“Almost too good to be 
true…the prize is too 

big and too fabulous. I 
don’t see the point”

“I play to win, not to 
support charity”
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Emergence of an audience who are looking for something back from the 
charities they support 
Differ from ‘classic’ stance on charity support (don’t expect anything from the charity)

Represents a new opportunity for engaging with different audiences

‘ALTRUISTIC’ ‘RECIPROCITY’

Don’t want anything back, beyond 
information
Needs delivered through efficacy

“I feel like we expect 
something back… maybe 

that’s just because of how 
fundraising has become, we 

expect that as well”

“If there's a competition
you're helping a cause at 
the same time I don't see 
why it's not a good thing”

“When I'm going to give money 
to charity, I would just give the 

money to charity, I wouldn't 
necessarily want something at 

the other end of it”

Looking for more involvement to drive engagement 
(e.g. participation, fun, prize, collective activity, community etc.)
Don’t see why there shouldn’t be a value exchange
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‘ALTRUISTIC’ ‘RECIPROCITY’

Charity giving fits in with their values
An important part of sense of self
Seek out charities that match their 
interests and values

‘Altruistic’ givers are more proactive in their giving whereas those rewarded by sense of reciprocity are more likely to 
respond to an ask vs. seek out the opportunity to support

Specific charity asks engender a response
Meets additional set of needs: 
 Community - joining in with others 
 Taking action
 Belonging (part of mass event) 
 Display (min) 

“You'll get people that will, you 
know, give money to charity, 

because that's what they like to 
do. But I think if there's if people 

feel that there's some sort of 
benefit that they can get by 

giving that money, you're sort of 
almost more inclined to”

Important to reach out to those who are rewarded by some reciprocity



Social Media
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Social media is empowering in many ways

Lots to appreciate

Learning and 
education

New career 
pathways and roles

Connection & 
finding your tribe

Career 
management

Access to news 
and views

Sharing experience

SOCIAL
MEDIA

“You know the news is real 
as people film it on their 
phones and can post it”

“You get to share other 
people's happiness, you've just 

got to be good at avoiding 
everybody else’s moans”
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Different platforms have different strengths and downsides

Sophisticated 
algorithms that feed 
highly relevant content
Staying in touch with 
family/friends
Local pages (Mums)
Most fake news and 
scams

Visual and inspiring
Seeing vs. 
communicating

Love - hate
Invasive – can’t not 
have it
Connecting with 
lots of people 
simultaneously
Managing social 
life and friendship 
groups

Trend setting
Fun and entertaining
Novel
Informative
Addictive

Great for complaining
Seeing what’s trending
Accessing spoilers

ENGAGEMENT HighLow
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Millennials have high levels of usage of AND feelings of negativity towards 
social media

Pleasure
• My tribe
• Funny and entertaining
• Informative

Post-Millennials are more worried around impact of social media on their kids’ mental health and safety

More frustrated at their own ‘addiction’ and time used rather than feelings of negativity through exposure to specific 
types of content

But they’re spending a lot of time that doesn’t feel good

Doesn’t feel worthwhile
Can feel shallow and artificial
Sense of addiction/loss of control

“Every Monday I look at myself and 
I’m like, you need to change this 

week… I actually kind of avoid looking 
at how much screen time I’ve had”

“You have to have all of 
them as people send 

messages different ways”

How life is managed 
• Being in the loop
• Making plans
• ‘Connecting’

Feel they can’t stay away 
(dipping in from dawn to dusk)
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Despite social media connecting people with people, nature of connection feels 
surface and superficial

Short and quick exchanges
High volume = speed over quality 
of responses
Feel they have ‘caught up’ through 
messages seen
Staying in touch is at arms length
Values are quite superficial –
waiting for ‘likes’

Nature of connection feels surface and superficial “I feel like there’s more apps 
than ever and I’ve never felt 

less connected to people”

“Part of the problem with a 
lot of the social media is you can 

feel connected at the same time as 
feeling unconnected”

“You don’t take a ten minute 
phone call really anymore, you just like 

send a quick message or like a quick 
picture and like that’s your update of 

your friends that you haven’t seen 
in a number of months”

“You know exactly where your 
friends have been on holiday and seen all 

the food and whatever that they’re eating and 
stuff, but then you probably, because you’ve seen all 

that, you then think, don’t necessarily bother to 
reach out to them as often as we perhaps 

would have done before”

“I find myself sitting there 
watching the likes. It’s not a 

good thing”
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Younger people highly attuned to social media ‘etiquette codes’ that create 
tension and stress
Lack of speed and responsiveness can feel ‘rude’

“I really dislike WhatsApp, because of the immediacy 
of it and because people can read your message and 

see when you were last active, it’s like now cultivated 
this behaviour in me like I feel like I need to reply to 
people straightaway, even though I’ve turned off my 

last active and my read receipt, I still feel this 
compulsion, otherwise I’ll come across as rude and I 

blame the immediacy fully on WhatsApp”
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Recognise their own addiction but don’t feel they are living their lives around social media in the way they perceive 
younger generations to be doing

Despite their own heavy usage, Millennials see social media as being more 
intensely problematic for ‘younger’ generations

“For us, probably more so, it’s a 
choice, it’s a time filler, it’s not 
what we would hopefully like 

base our lives around”

“Can make you feel low when looking at 
others curated lives but we’re better at 
disseminating that - I don't absorb it. 

I've got a strong sense of self. I believe 
happiness is within me. And only I have 

the key to my happiness”

“It saddens me seeing younger 
people that it really drives a lot 

of factors in their lives”

Difficult to admit…

that ‘missing out’ on social media cuts them out of their friendship loop

that likes and shares deliver a dopamine hit

that looking at others curated lives makes people feel 
dissatisfied/envious/’lesser’ or introduces feelings of anxiety
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